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Introduction
Read, understand, and comply with all following instructions.

Disclaimer
Inasmuch as RJG, Inc. has no control over the use to which
others may put this material, it does not guarantee that the
same results as those described herein will be obtained. Nor
does RJG, Inc. guarantee the effectiveness or safety of any
possible or suggested design for articles of manufacture as
illustrated herein by any photographs, technical drawings, and
the like. Each user of the material or design or both should
make his own tests to determine the suitability of the material
or any material for the design as well as the suitability of the
material, process, and/or design of his own particular use.
Statements concerning possible or suggested uses of the
material or designs described herein are not to be construed
as constituting a license under any RJG, Inc. patent covering
such user or as recommendations for use of such material or
designs in the infringement of any patent.

Privacy
Designed and developed by RJG, Inc. Manual design, format,
and structure copyright 2022 RJG, Inc. Content documentation
copyright 2022 RJG, Inc. All rights reserved. Material contained
herein may not be copied by hand, mechanical, or electronic
means, either whole or in part, without the express written
consent of RJG, Inc. Permission will normally be granted for
use in conjunction with inter‑company use not in conflict with
RJG’s best interests.

Alerts
The following alert types are used as needed to further clarify
or highlight information presented in this document:
DEFINITION A definition or clarification of a term or terms used in the text.
L NOTE

A note provides additional information about a discussion topic.

a CAUTION A caution is used to make the operator aware of conditions that can
cause damage to equipment and/or injury to personnel.
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Introduction (continued)
The Hub Packages Features
Facility Asset Database: Machines, Molds, Parts and Materials

Mold Transfer

Mold Match Recommendations for Fit and Capabilities
Universal Process Sheet Database
Machine Specific Setup Sheet Database
Automatically Generated Machine Specific Setup Sheet
Revision History

Process Analytics

Historical Process Data
Audit Reports for Process Changes
Plant-Wide Summary Reports
Plant-Overview Dashboards

Simulation
Support

Process Statistics
Moldex3D, Moldflow Simulation File Database

Mold
Transfer

Process
Analytics

Simulation
Support

Hub+

The Hub Licensed Software Applications
The Hub software is available in four different software
application packages: The Hub for Mold Transfer; The Hub for
Process Analytics; The Hub for Software Simulation; and The
Hub+.
The features described in this guide include all available
software application package features; some features may not
be available depending upon license purchased.

The Hub for Mold Transfer
The Hub for Mold Transfer generates part processes
with machine‑independent values and setup sheets with
machine‑dependent values; launches new molds using
specific mold/machine/process combinations, or transfers
existing molds from a user-entered database of mold, machine,
part, process, and material records.

The Hub for Process Analytics
The Hub for Process Analytics provides the following,
along with all of the features of The Hub for Mold Transfer
application:
• Summary and detail reports of networked machines/molds
• Overall machine performance and status
• Mold settings
• Alarms or issues
• Historical CoPilot data backup
• Individual machine processes and trends

The Hub for Simulation Support
Automatically Populated Mold Database
Automatically Generated Universal Process Sheet

The Hub for Simulation Support provides a Moldex3D,
Moldflow Simulation File Database, along with all of the
features of The Hub for Mold Transfer application.

The Hub+
The Hub+ provides all features of all The Hub applications.
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Introduction (continued)
Software Icons and Navigation
The following details commonly used icons and their functions
in The Hub’s software.

Reload
Page

Click the object to reload The
Hub Dashboard view.

Expand
Information

Select
Columns

Click the object to view and
select which column headings
to display on the screen.

Click the object to view full
job information.

Information

Click the object to view job
reports.

Exit
Window

Click the object to exit an
open window.

Updating
Connection

Hover over the object to view
the date/time of the latest
connection update.

Sort
Column

Click a table heading to sort
the contents alphabetically
or numerically, click again
to change sorting by either
ascending or descending
order.

Search

Click the object, then enter
a term to search the list of
molds, machines, materials,
parts, processes, and setup
sheets.

Connected/
Activated

The object indicates a
connection or activation
status.

Check Box

Click the object to select or
deselect.

Filter by
Keyword or
Phrase

Click in the field next to the
object and enter a keyword or
phrase by which to filter the
records.

Show
Disconnected
Machines

Click the object to view
disconnected machines and
jobs.
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Settings

Click the object to view
available settings for the
current item.

Machines

User

Tap the object to view user
information.

Roles

Tap the object to view role
settings and permissions for
users.

Processes

Devices

Tap the object to view device
information.

Parts

Dashboard

Click the object to view the
Dashboard.

Molds

Materials

Click the object to view,
create, or edit Machine
records.

Setup
Sheets

Click the object to view,
create, or edit Setup Sheet
records.

Click the object to view,
create, or edit Parts records.

Compare
Records

Enables the selection of two
records for comparison; refer
to “Comparing Records” on
page 25.

Click the object to view,
create, or edit Process
records.

Launch a
New Mold

Click the object to Launch a
New Mold.

Click the object to view,
create, or edit Parts records.

Import a
Simulation

Click the object to Import a
Simulation.

Click the object to view,
create, or edit Material
records.

Transfer a
Mold

Click the object to Transfer a
Mold.
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Introduction (continued)

Software Notifications
Software notifications appear across the bottom of the screen.
Error a notifications appear due to missing or incorrect
information, or general software errors; error notifications may
be red or yellow, depending upon the required action’s urgency.
Read the error to determine the error type and the corrective
action required.
Success b notifications appear as a confirmation of any
changes or commands that have been made in the software.
Information c notifications provide additional information for
user assistance.
Tap the d exit icon to dismiss the notification from the
screen.

Missing required information on the following document(s) may result in incorrect machine recommendations: Mold

a

b

c

d
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b

User Login
To view The Hub® software, open a Google
Chrome and
enter the assigned IP address or domain in the browser
address bar.
The Hub software requires users to log in with a username and
password before use. Enter the assigned b username and
c password, then click the d Sign In button to log in to the
Hub.
Users without usernames and passwords may view the
dashboard only; click the e View Dashboard button to view
the Dashboard.

c

d

e

x

a

b

The Hub for Process Analytics

Application Overview
The Hub for Process Analytics has three main pages, or views,
where users can access data, view graphs and records, and
generate reports.
The a Dashboard view provides an overall view of the
machine status and part quality in the network, along with eight
pre‑populated, mini‑reports, all displayed within a selectable
time frame.
The b Machines view provides a detailed view of each machine
and machine status in the network.
The c Reports view provides a record of jobs by machine.

c

1

a

b

The Hub for Process Analytics

Dashboard
The Dashboard provides an overall view of machine status
and part quality in the network in the a Machine Status Graph,
b Part Quality Graph, and eight pre‑populated tables that
display the top five jobs within the selected time range in each
category: Most Cycles, Greatest [Percent] % Reject Cycle, Most
Alarms, Longest Down Time, Longest Run Time, Exceeded
Cycle Time, Machine Out of Match, and Mold Out of Match.
The Dashboard a Machine Status Graph and b Part Quality
Graph display job data from jobs that have been active within
the past 24 hours.

Machine Status Graph
The a Machine Status Graph displays—in real-time—the
number of running, stopped, disconnected, and down
machines in the facility.

Part Quality Graph
The b Part Quality Graph displays the number of good,
suspect, and reject cycles from jobs that have been active
within the past 24 hours.
Hover over the mouse pointer over the icon to view the
Last Update date and time for either the Machine Status or
Part Quality graph.

2

a

The Hub for Process Analytics

Dashboard Tables
The Dashboard summary report tables display job data from
jobs that have been active within the selected time range on the
a Choose Timeframe: drop‑down menu.
Click the a Choose Timeframe: drop‑down menu to select
Yesterday, Last Hour, Last 8 Hours, Last Week, or Last Month
to view the data displayed in the tables below the graphs in that
time range.

3

a

b

The Hub for Process Analytics

(Dashboard Tables, continued)
Most Cycles Table
The a Most Cycles table provides a table view of each job that
has been active within the selected timeframe, and lists the
machine name, process name, mold name, and total cycles.

Greatest [Percent] % Reject Cycle Table
The b Greatest [Percent] % Reject Cycles table provides a
table view of each job that has been active within the selected
timeframe, and lists the machine name, process name, mold
name, and reject [percent] % of each process.

4
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b
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(Dashboard Tables, continued)
Most Alarms Table
The a Most Alarms table provides a table view of each job that
has been active within the selected timeframe, and lists the
machine name, process name, mold name, and total alarms for
each process.

Longest Down Time Table
The b Longest Down Time table provides a table view of each
job that has been active within the past 24 hours, and lists the
machine name, process name, mold name, and total down time.
DEFINITION Down Time is the length of time a machine is idle while a job
is running. Total Down Time is the length of time a machine
is down over the duration of a job, measured in hours, minutes,
and seconds, or days.

5
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(Dashboard Tables, continued)
Longest Run Time Table
The a Longest Run Time table provides a table view of each
job that has been active within the selected timeframe, and lists
the machine name, process name, mold name, and the longest
run time for each process.

Exceeded Cycle Time Table
The b Exceeded Cycle Time table provides a table view of each
job that has been active within the selected timeframe, and lists
the machine name, process name, mold name, and the number
of long cycles (cycles which exceeded the cycle time) for each
process.

6
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(Dashboard Tables, continued)
Machine Out of Match Table
The a Machine Out of Match table provides a table view of
each job that has been active within the selected timeframe,
and lists the machine name, process name, mold name, and
total out-of-match machine cycles for each process.

Mold Out of Match Table
The b Mold Out of Match table provides a table view of each
job that has been active within the selected timeframe, and lists
the machine name, process name, mold name, and total out-ofmatch mold cycles for each process.

7
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b

c d e

f

g

The Hub for Process Analytics
Machines

The a Machines view provides details of each machine in the
network, and a b detailed machines view.
The Machines view displays running machines by default;
to view all networked machines including stopped, down, or
disconnected machine, Click the c connected machines
icon to display all networked machines.
The Machines view can displays up to 18 of the following
machine, mold, and job variables:
• Alarm State

• Machine State

• Connected (Yes/No)

• Mold Name

• Down Time

• Process Name

• Down Time Percent (%)

• Reject Percent (%)

• Good Cycles

• Reject Cycles

• IP Address

• Run Time

• Job Start

• Serial Number

• Job End

• Total Cycles

• Machine Name

• Version

Click the d archived records button to view records that
have been archived.
e Select Columns to choose the displayed
Click
f variables. Click the g DONE button to save changes and
exit the Select Columns pop‑up window.

Detailed Machine View
The Detailed Machine View displays all of the 18 machine,
mold, and job variables in a single slide-out window.

h i

j

Click the h expand information icon next to the machine
name/row to view the slide-out detailed machine view; click the
i exit icon to close the slide-out detailed machine view.
Click the j information icon next to the machine name/row
to open the job overview report.

8

a

The Hub for Process Analytics

b

Reports
The a Reports view provides a customizable view of machine,
mold, and process details of each networked machine, a
b detailed reports view, and access to c Job Overview,
d Quality, e Audit, f Statistics, and g Trends reports for
each job.

c

d

e

f

g
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f
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(Reports, continued)
The a Reports view displays up to 12 of the following
machine, mold, and job variables:
• Machine Name

• Reject Percent (%)

• Mold Name

• Job Start

• Process Name

• Job End

• Total Cycles

• Run Time

• Good Cycles

• Down Time

• Reject Cycles

• Down Time Percent (%)

Click the b search icon to enter/search for a word or phrase
among the reports.
Click the c archive icon to display archived reports in the
listed reports.
d Select Columns to choose the displayed
Click
e variables. Click
the f DONE button to save changes and
exit the Select Columns pop‑up window.

Detailed Report View
The Detailed Report View displays all of the 12 machine, mold,
and job variables in a single slide-out window.
Click the g expand information icon next to the machine
name/row to view the slide-out detailed machine view; click the
h exit icon to close the slide-out detailed machine view.
Click the i information icon next to the machine name/
row to open the job overview report (refer to “Reports: Job
Overview” on page 11 for more information).

g

h

i
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a

Reports: Job Overview
The a Job Overview report provides machine, process, mold,
and job information including b Job Information, c Cycles
count, and d Alarm Events the e History bar.
The b Job Information displays the machine, mold, and
process names, as well as total run time, job start date/time,
and job end date/time.
The c Cycles count displays the number of total, good, and
reject cycles in the job, along with the reject rate (%) percent
and excessive rejects count.
The d Alarm Events displays the job’s alarm state (no alarm/
alarm), total alarms, and any alarms by type with the above or
below values.
Mouse over the Job Details e History bar to view cycle
details including cycle start date and time, cycle time (length
of cycle), cycle alarm state, cycle sort state, and alarm
occurrences.

c

c

d

e

11
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a

Reports: Quality
The a Quality report provides b CTQ Characteristics,
c Group Samples, and d QC Samples for the related job.
The b CTQ Characteristics displays the related part and any
CTQs for the part.
The c Group Samples displays group samples taken during
the job, including name, part numbers, status, and number of
cycles.
The d QC Samples displays QC samples taken during the job,
including name, part numbers, status, and number of cycles.

c

c

d
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Reports: Audit
The a Audit report provides b Job Information including
information entered at setup; c Initial Alarm Limits including
lower and upper limits which were entered for alarms at setup;
d Alarm Limit Changes made during the job; e Ending Alarm
Limits including lower and upper limits from the job; f Alarm
Events which occurred during the job; and g Notes entered
during the job. If a process change number was entered with a
note, it will appear in the g Notes section.

d

e

f

g
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Reports: Statistics
The a Statistics report provides a selection and viewing of up
to 26 machine or mold variable values with up to 12 statistics
displayed for each value.
Click the b select statistics button to view the c choose
statistics window; click a d statistic values type (machine
values or mold values), then click to select each desired
e variable type (if necessary, select a quantity), then click
the f SAVE button to save the selections, or the g cancel
button to cancel the selections.
If desired, enter the number of cycles back from the total
cycles from which data will be retrieved; a standard deviation
multiplier is automatically entered, but also may be changed.
The following statistics are displayed beneath each chosen
statistic variable type:
• Upper Spec Limit
• Lower Spec Limit
• Maximum
• Minimum
• Average
• Standard Deviation
• Average + N * Standard Deviation
• Average - N * Standard Deviation
• Coefficient of Variation
• Expected Variation
• Cpk (process capability measurement)
• Ppk (process performance index).

c

d

e

f

g
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a

Reports: Trends
The a Trends report provides summary and cycle graphs. The
summary graph provides the selection and graphical display of
b job cycle data types over the length of the job which form
c trends, and additionally highlights alarm conditions which
occurred.
The trends are formed by cycle summary values; a single data
point represents a cycle. Data points are displayed together,
creating a curve and allowing the viewing of trends.
The cycle graph provides the selection and graphical display
of d job cycle curves. Each d job cycle curve provides
Lynx device input, machine sequence, or cavity pressure/
temperature sensor cycle data to view or print on the cycle
graph.
The type and number of b job cycle data types c trends
and d job cycle curves available depends upon connected
machine and equipment.

b

c

d
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e

Add or Remove Summary Graph Trends
Add Summary Graph Trends
To select and view additional Trends, click the a Add
b machine trends or c mold trends.
button, then click
Click the desired trend variable type from the list and
then click done; the selected trend(s) will be added to the
summary graph.

Add Summary Graph Trends with Alarms or Limits
To view trends with alarm or limits, click the d Add All
Trends with Alarms or e Add All Trends with Limits buttons.
The affected trends will display—alarms are denoted on the
trend line by a red dot.

Remove Summary Graph Trends
To remove Trends, click the f remove button, click to
select a trend or trends, and then click the g apply button
to dismiss the trend(s).

f

g
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Summary Graph Trend Controls
Select Date
Click on the dropdown menu, then click
a date to view data for a specific day.

to select a

Select a Data Point/Show Cursor
Click and hold on a b data point within the graph
to view the cursor, which provides the selected cycle’s
summary‑data point‑specific details.

Zoom In or Out
Trends are automatically scaled to show the entire job. Click
, hold, and drag the c & d graph bars to zoom to or select
a desired time period within the job.
Click , hold, and drag between the selected time range
between the graph bars to move the zoom area to a
different time period.

Notes
Click the e NOTES button to display any notes entered
during the job.

Pan Through Cycles, or Play Cycle‑by‑Cycle
Click the f NEXT button to play through the data until the
job end, or the g PREVIOUS button to play through the date
until the job start.
Click , hold, and drag on the summary graph to pan left or
right on the graph.

f

g
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c

Comparing Summary Graph Cycles (Overlay Cycles on
Cycle Graph)
Two cycles from the Summary Graph can be selected for
comparison and displayed on the current Cycle Graph.

Select Cycle for Display/Overlay
Click and hold on a data point on the Summary Graph to
the display the selected cycle and cursor on the cycle graph;
the a compare icon will be teal. If no cycle is selected for
overlay on the Summary Graph, the compare icon will be
grey. Tap the a compare icon, then click and hold on
another data point to overlay the selected Summary Graph
cycles on the Cycle Graph; the a compare icon will be
green.

Cycle Graph Overlay Cycle Display and Behavior
The b overlay cycle appears on the summary graph as a
green line, and on the cycle graph as lighter-tinted curves
than the c currently-selected cycle’s curves. The Cycle
Graph will display the curves for the c currently-selected
cycle (cursor/comparison cycle) and b overlay cycle from
the Summary Graph. The overlay will remain displayed on
the cycle graph until the overlay is cleared.

Select a Different Cycle for Comparison and Overlay
To select a different cycle to compare to the overlay on the
cycle graph, use the d PREVIOUS or e NEXT buttons to
navigate to the desired cycle, OR tap , hold, and drag the
cursor to the desired cycle. The Cycle Graph will update
automatically.
To select a different cycle to overlay on the cycle graph,
remove the current overlay cycle (see below: “Clear an
Overlay Cycle”), then select a new cycle for overlay (see
above “Select Cycle for Display/Overlay”).

Clear an Overlay Cycle
d

e

To remove an overlay cycle, tap
icon will be teal.

the a compare icon; the
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c

Export Summary Graph Trends
Summary Graph trends can be exported to a comma‑separated
values (.csv) file which includes timestamp, date/time, trend
value, and any notes entered for the selected trend(s).
Click on the a summary graph menu button; the summary
graph trends export window will appear.
Select a b Start Date and Time and an c End Date and Time,
then click to select an export type—either d Summary Data
(.csv) or Job Data (.zip), then click to select which e trends
to export—all available curves or only the currently selected
curves, and then click to select whether to include f part
sample measurements.

d

e

f

g

Click
file.

the g EXPORT button to generate a downloadable .csv

Click

the h DONE button when done to exit the window.

h
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Add or Remove Cycle Graph Curves
Add Cycle Graph Curves
To select and view additional cycle curves, click the
a expand arrow to view the curve menu, click
the b Add
c
d
button, then click
machine curves or
mold curves.
Click the desired curve variable type from the list and then
click e DONE; the selected curve(s) will be added to the
cycle graph.

Remove Cycle Graph Curves
To remove cycle curves, click the a expand arrow to
view the curve menu, click the f remove button, click
to select a curve, and then click the g apply button to
dismiss the selected curve.

f

g
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d

Add or Remove Cycle Graph Curve Template
Add Cycle Graph Curve Template
To select and view a cycle curve template, click the
a expand arrow to view the curve menu, click the
b menu button, then click the c Templates button; click
the desired d template. Click the f DONE button; the
selected template curve(s) will be added to the cycle graph
as dotted lines.

Remove Cycle Graph Curve Template
To remove a cycle curve template, click the a expand
arrow to view the curve menu, click the b menu button,
then click the c Templates button. Click the e remove
button to deselect/remove a template from view on the
cycle graph. Click the f DONE button.

f

g
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Cycle Graph Controls
Select a Data Point/Show Cursor
With a cycle selected on the Summary Graph, click and
hold on the cycle graph to view the a cursor and cycle data
values (refer to “Summary Graph Trend Controls” “Select a
Data Point/Show Cursor” on page 17). Click , hold, and
drag on the cycle graph to drag the cursor left or right on the
graph.

Zoom In or Out
Cycle curves are automatically scaled to show the entire
job. Click the b select time range button, then click ,
hold, and drag the c & d graph bars to zoom to or select a
desired time period within the job.
Click , hold, and drag between the graph bars to move the
e DONE to
zoom area to a different time period, and click
apply the changes.
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(Cycle Graph Controls, continued)
Pan Through Cycles, or Play Cycle‑by‑Cycle
Click the NEXT button on the Summary Graph to play
through the data until the job end, or the PREVIOUS button
on the Summary Graph to play through the date until the
job start (refer to “Summary Graph Trend Controls” “Add
Summary Graph Trends” “Pan Through Cycles, or Play
Cycle‑by‑Cycle” on page 17).

Highlight a Curve or Curves
Click and hold on a a curve label to temporarily highlight
that curve on the graph while other visible curves are faded
until the curve label is released OR
Click , hold, and drag a a curve label to the right to
highlight that curve on the graph while other visible curves
are faded until the curve label is dragged back to the
original, in-line position.
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Application Overview
The Hub for Mold Transfer generates part processes
with machine‑independent values, setup sheets with
machine‑dependent values, for specific mold/machine/
process combinations to launch new molds or transfer existing
molds from a user-entered database of mold, machine, part,
process, and material records.
The menu within the software provides navigation for users
to generate new mold launches or mold transfers, and view or
add records.
Click on the corresponding menu button to view The Hub for
Mold Transfer dashboard to launch a new mold or transfer a
mold, to import job data, and to view or add records for parts,
molds, processes, setup sheets, machines, or materials.

Creating Records
A record can be created without entering the items that are
required for use with the process transfer “Launch a New
Mold” or “Transfer a Mold” tools in order for the machine/
mold fitment to be determined; refer to each record section
in this guide for which items are required to satisfy process
transfer requirements for these tools.
Within the software, required fields for record creation are
outlined in red while fields required for process transfer are
outlined in yellow.
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Comparing Records
Each records page (parts, molds, processes, setup sheets,
machines, and materials) provides a list of records with
the ability to compare two records. A comparison of two
records shows a side‑by‑side comparison of each record’s
information, with the option of hiding matching values to
quickly identify differences between the records.
Navigate to a records page (parts, molds, processes, setup
sheets, machines, or materials); click the a compare
button, then click on b two records to select which
two to compare, then click the c COMPARE button.
The d compare records page will display both records’
information beside one another; to hide all matching
information/values the records share, click the e HIDE
MATCHING VALUES button. To view all information after
hiding matching values, click the f SHOW ALL VALUES
button. When done comparing records, click the g BACK
button to return to the records page.
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Comparing Record Revision History
Each record type provides a record revision history within
the record. The revision history displays when the record
was created, and each change made to the record since
creation. Revision versions of each record can be compared
easily using the compare records function.
a Revision History to view
While viewing a record, click
the revision history for that record (for part records, select
the “Revisions” tab, then select Revisions History; refer to
“Revision History” on page 33) . Click any two b icons
next to a date and time along the c revision history timeline
to select for comparison the two selected dates/times;
click the d COMPARE button to view the side‑by‑side
comparison.
The comparison page will display both date/time revision
history records’ information beside one another; to hide all
matching information/values the records share, click the
e HIDE MATCHING VALUES button. To view all information
after hiding matching values, click the f SHOW ALL
VALUES button. When done comparing records, click the
g BACK button to return to the record’s revision history
page.
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Archiving Records
Parts, molds, processes, setup sheets, machines, and
materials records can be archived so that the record will be
unavailable to use on connected CoPilot systems.
Navigate to a records page (parts, molds, processes, setup
sheets, machines, or materials); click a a record name/
number to select it and view the record details; then click
the b edit button, and then click the c ARCHIVED button
to archive or un-archive the record. Click the d SAVE
button to complete the archival.
A user notification will appear in order to confirm the archive
of the selected record; if other records are affected by the
archival, the affected record information will be included in
the notification. Click the e PROCEED button to confirm
record archival.
By default, archived records will be hidden from the listed
records. To view archived records, click the f view
archived records button to view all records, including
archived records. Archived records will have an g archived
records icon next to the record name/number in the record
list.
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Sorting and Searching Records
Sorting Records
Each records page (parts, molds, processes, setup sheets,
machines, and materials) can be sorted using the column
headings. Click a a column heading to sort the records
in ascending order; click the column heading a second
time to sort the records in descending order. A triangle is
displayed next to the column that is sorted. If the triangle
point is facing up, the column is being sorted in ascending
order; if the triangle point is facing down, the column in
being sorted in descending order.
Select which columns and corresponding record information
are visible; click the b column selection button, then
click to select/deselect columns to display on the records
page. Selected column headings are highlighted in green.

Searching Records
Each records page (parts, molds, processes, setup
sheets, machines, and materials) can be searched using
alphanumeric text. Click the c search icon, then enter
the text by which to search. Any matching records will be
displayed, while any un-matching records will be hidden until
the search is cleared and exited.
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Dashboard

The a Dashboard provides a quick view of the top ten latest machine
setup sheets, universal processes, molds, and parts, along with
access to the launch a new mold and transfer a mold utilities.

Launch a New Mold
Use the b Launch a New Mold tool to launch a new mold by entering
part and mold records, selecting (or entering) a compatible machine,
and generating a setup sheet and a process.

Import a Simulation
Use the c Import a Simulation tool to import a mold simulation file
(if licensed).

Import Job Data
Use the d Import Job Data tool to import job data from another The
Hub software instance.

Transfer a Mold
Use the e Transfer a Mold tool to transfer an existing mold from
one machine to another by selecting part, mold, and process records,
selecting a compatible machine, and generating a setup sheet.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Latest Part Samples
The f Latest Part Samples displays the 10 most recent part
samples with group, part numbers, status, and number of cycles.

Latest Universal Processes
The g Latest Universal Processes displays the 10 most recent
universal processes with name, mold, cycle time, and created by
username.

Latest Parts
The h Latest Parts displays the 10 most recent parts by name,
customer, and created by username.

Latest Machine Setup Sheets
The i Latest Machine Setup Sheets displays the 10 most recent
machine setup sheets with name, mold, process, and the created by
username.

Latest Molds
The j Latest Molds displays the 10 most recent molds with name,
cavities, and created by username.
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Parts
Part Records
Part records a are entered and shown on the Parts page.
Click on a part number to view part overview, quality, and
revision history information. Part records a can also be
compared to one another using the compare records feature;
refer to “Comparing Records” on page 25 for information on
comparing records.

Overview
The a Part records b Overview tab provides the part
details, part variants, and associated molds.

Part Details
Part Details c contains the part name, who the part was
created by, and a description (if entered).

Part Variants
Part Variants d includes the part number, name, material,
customer, and who the part was created by of any part
variants. Part variants are created to associate parts
made from the same mold but with different materials/
customers/processes, and to associate part measurements
with any samples taken of the part variant.

Molds
The e Molds section displays the associated mold(s) for
the part; for more information on mold record associations,
refer to “Molds” on page 39.
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(Part Records, continued)
Quality
The a Part records b Quality tab provides any critical-toquality (CTQ) characteristics, group samples, and quality
control (QC) samples for the selected part.

CTQ Characteristics
CTQ Characteristics c contains the CTQ name, lower limit,
nominal value, and upper limit. The entered CTQ values
will be used when part measurements are entered for part
samples (refer to “Edit a Part Record: CTQ Characteristics”
on page 36 and “Enter Part Measurements” on page
38).

Group Samples
Group Samples d for the selected part are displayed in list
form. Group Samples d includes the group sample name,
associated part number (variant), if the sample is within
specified limits (yes/no), status (completed/canceled/
pending measurements), and (number of) cycles.

QC Samples
QC Samples e for the selected part are displayed in list
form. QC Samples e includes the sample name, associated
part number (variant), if the sample is within specified
limits (yes/no), status (completed/canceled/pending
measurements), and (number of) cycles.
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(Part Records, continued)
Revisions
Revision History
The a Part records b Revision History tab is a log of
user‑initiated actions that occur within the software,
providing a record of each user action related to the record
while logged in. Click on the b Revision History heading
to view the part record revision history. Refer to “Comparing
Record Revision History” on page 26 for information on
comparing record revisions.
L NOTE

Revision History is visible only to the users designated with
administrator and process engineer roles.
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Create a New Part Record
Click the a CREATE A NEW PART button on the parts
records page.
Enter b Part Details Name (this is a required field); the
Created By field will automatically populate with the current
user’s name).
Optionally, enter a part c description.
Optionally, enter d Part Variants for the part (part variants
can be created from the part record at any time as long
as the part record has not been archived); refer to “Part
Variants” on page 31.
Information for d Part Variants include Part Number, Name,
Material, and Customer, and are optional. However, if a part
variant is entered, then the Part Number, Name, and Material
are required—the Customer field is optional.
The Molds section will be blank; parts and mold can be
associated when a new mold is launched or when a mold is
transfered (when a setup sheet and process is created).
Click the f SAVE button to save the part record, or the
e CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Edit a Part Record Overview
Click the a part number on the Parts records page to
view the part record. Click the b EDIT button to edit the
overview part details.
Edit the c part details (Name, Number, Group, Material, or
Customer; the Created By field will automatically populate
with the current user’s name).
Edit or add a d part variant (Part Number, Name, Material,
or Customer.
Mold associations cannot be edited.
Click the f SAVE button to save the part record, or the
e CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Edit a Part Record: CTQ Characteristics
Click the a part number on the Parts records page to
view the part record. Click the b Quality tab at the top of
the part record view the CTQ Characteristics.
Click the c EDIT button to edit the d CTQ
Characteristics.
Edit the d CTQ Characteristics (Name, Lower Limit,
Nominal Value, or Upper Limit).
Group Samples and QC Samples cannot be edited from this
page; refer to “Part Samples” on page 37
Click the e SAVE button to save the part record, or the
f CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Part Samples
Part Sample Records
Part sample records a that were collected from CoPilot
systems are shown on the Part Samples page. Click on
a part sample name to view details, associated job details,
and measurements. Once a part sample is complete,
measurements can be added to the record. Refer to X.

Part Sample Details
Part Sample Details b contains the information entered
when a part sample record was created, including name,
sample type, status, if the part sample is withing the
specified limits, cycle count, notes, and created by.
Part samples are designated either as a group sample or
a QC sample when they are created. Group Samples are
typically used during process development with a new mold.
QC Samples are typically taken after process development,
when a part is in production.

Job Details
The c Job Details section will display the associated Job,
Material, Machine, Mold, and Process for the sample. Click
on a Job, Material, Machine, Mold, or Process name to
view the associated record.

Measurements
The d Measurements section will display the associated
Shot ID, Cavity, and any entered CTQ characteristics
assigned to the part and part variant for the sample.
Refer to “Create a New Part Record” on page 34 for
information on creating parts and “Edit a Part Record: CTQ
Characteristics” on page 36 for information on entering
CTQ characteristics.
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Enter Part Measurements
Click the a part sample name on the Part Samples
records page to view the part sample record.
Click

the b EDIT button to add c Measurements.

Enter the part c Measurements.
Click the e SAVE button to save the part record, or the
f CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Molds
Mold Records
Mold records a are shown on the Molds page. Click on
a mold name to view mold details, associated part details,
associated parts, associated processes, and revision history.
Mold records a can also be compared to one another using
the compare records feature; refer to “Comparing Records” on
page 25 for information on comparing records.

Mold Details
Mold Details b contains the information entered when
a mold record was created, including mold name, serial
number, and created by.

Part Details
Part Details c contains the physical part information
entered when a mold record was created, including number
of cavities, knockout standard, die height, die length, die
width, minimum mold open, part surface area, part volume,
and runner volume. If included, part details also displays
cavity names and knockout pattern information.
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(Mold Records, continued)
Parts
The d Parts section will display the associated part(s)
for the mold. When a mold record is created or edited, an
existing part record(s) can be selected to create the part/
mold association; refer to “Create a New Mold Record”
on page 41 or “Edit a Mold Record” on page 42 for
information on associating a part and mold.

Processes
The e Processes section will display the associated
process(es) for the mold. When a setup sheet is created,
molds are associated with a process(es); refer to “Launch
a New Mold” on page 60 or “Transfer a Mold” on page
63.

Revision History
The f Revision History is a log of user‑initiated actions that
occur within the software, providing a record of each user
action related to the record while logged in. Click on the
f Revision History heading to view the mold record revision
history. Refer to “Comparing Record Revision History” on
page 26 for information on comparing record revisions.
L NOTE

Revision History is visible only to the users designated with
administrator and process engineer roles.
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Create a New Mold Record
Click the a CREATE A NEW MOLD button on the Molds
records page.
Enter the b mold details (Name and Serial Number (these
are required fields); the Created By field will automatically
populate with the current user’s name).
Enter the physical c part details (number of cavities, part,
die height, die length, die width, minimum mold open, part
surface area, part volume, and runner volume (these fields—
except number of cavities—are required for process transfer
features).
A part must be selected in order for part/part variants to
be associated with the mold, and enable use of the part
sample features.
The appropriate number of cavity names fields will appear
after the number of cavities field is completed. Optionally,
enter cavity names; the fields are automatically filled using
numbers and do not require editing if no names are used.
Click the d knockout standard dropdown menu to select
Euromap, SPI, or Center for the mold Knockout Pattern;
enter the horizontal, vertical, and center dimensions where
applicable. If the knockout is symmetrically-located, select
the mirror check box to automatically duplicate the mirrored
knockout of the mold.
Click on a e part or parts to associate a part record with
the mold record.
Click the g SAVE button to save the part record, or the
f CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Edit a Mold Record
Click the a mold name to view the mold record on the
Molds records page. Click the b EDIT button to edit the
mold details.
Edit the c mold details, physical part details, or click
to select/deselect a part to associate/disassociate part
records with the mold record.
Click the d SAVE button to save the mold record, or the
e CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Processes
Process Records
Process records contain machine‑independent variables;
therefore, processes are created and saved for use across
machines provided the machine is compatible with the selected
mold and process requirements. Additionally, processes are
only generated using the “Launch a New Mold” feature—
once a process is generated for a new mold launch, it can be
selected later for use with the “Transfer a Mold” feature.
L NOTE

Process record variables are entered and displayed in volumetric
units and plastic pressure units.

Process records a are shown on the Processes page. Click
on a process record to view Process Details, associated
Mold Details, associated Material Details, Fill Profiles, Hold
Profiles, process Targets, associated Setup Sheets, and
Revision History. Process records a can also be compared
to one another using the compare records feature; refer
to “Comparing Records” on page 25 for information on
comparing records.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Process Details

Process Details b contains the process name, which
is automatically generated by the system from the part
number and mold name, if the process has been marked as
the “Master Process, created by, and notes.

Mold Details

Mold Details c contains the associated mold record’s
details (refer to “Mold Records” on page 39 for
information on mold records).

Fill Profiles

Fill Profiles d are created when a process is created or
generated; fill profiles include number, speed, and position
values.

Hold Profiles

Hold Profiles e are created when a process is created
or generated; hold profiles include number, hold pressure
(plastic), and time values.

Targets

Targets f are created when a process is created or
generated; targets include plastic: volume, temperature,
flow, pressure, and cooling‑related values.

Cycle Templates

Cycle Templates g contains the associated cycle
template(s) for the process.

Setup Sheets

Setup Sheets h contains the associated setup sheets (refer
to “Setup Sheet Records” on page 47 for information on
setup sheet records).

Revision History
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The i Revision History is a log of user‑initiated actions
that occur within the software, providing a record of each
user action related to the record while logged in. Click
on the i Revision History heading to view the process
record revision history. Refer to “Comparing Record Revision
History” on page 26 for information on comparing record
revisions.

L NOTE

Revision History is visible only to the users designated with
administrator and process engineer roles.
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Create a New Process Record
Process records are created only through the Launch a New
Mold tool located on the dashboard; refer to “Launch a New
Mold” on page 60 for information on the Launch a New
Mold tool.

Edit a Process Record
Click the a process name to view the process record on
the Processes records page. Click the b EDIT button to
edit the process record.
Edit the c process details or targets, or archive/un-archive
d cycle templates. Other process record items (associated
molds and setup sheets) cannot be edited from the
processes page and must be edited from the individual
molds or setup sheets records pages.
Click the e SAVE button to save the process record, or
the f CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Print Process Record
Click the a process name to view the process record on
the Processes records page. Click the b PRINT button to
print the process record.
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Setup Sheets
Setup Sheet Records
Setup sheets include specific, machine‑dependent values
that are used only with a specific part‑mold‑machine‑process
combination and therefore are generated by the “Launch a New
Mold” or “Transfer a Mold” features only after all other records
are created/selected. Setup Sheets are mold‑specific.
L NOTE

Setup sheet record variables can be displayed/entered in volume or
linear units, and plastic pressure or hydraulic pressure units.

Setup sheet a records are shown on the Setup Sheets page.
Click on a setup sheet record name, then click on a part
variant (if applicable) to view Setup Sheet Details, Machine
Details, associated Part Details, associated Mold Details,
associated Material Details including recommended settings,
process Targets, and Revision History. Setup sheet records
a can also be compared to one another using the compare
records feature; refer to “Comparing Records” on page 25
for information on comparing records.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Setup Sheet Details
Setup Sheet Details b contains the setup sheet name, the
associated process record name, process type, and created
by.

Machine Details
Machine Details c contains the associated machine name,
and the machine’s screw diameter.

Part Details
Part Details d contains the associated part record’s details
(refer to “Part Records” on page 31 for information on
part records).

Mold Details
Mold Details e contains the associated mold record’s
details (refer to “Mold Records” on page 39 for
information on mold records).

Material Details
Material Details f contains the associated material
record’s details (refer to “Material Records” on page 57
for information on material records).

Fill Profiles
Fill Profiles g contains any fill profiles added to the setup
sheet.

Hold Profiles
Hold Profiles h contains any hold profiles added to the
setup sheet.

Targets
Targets i are created when a process is created or
generated; targets include plastic: volume, temperature,
flow, pressure, and cooling‑related values.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Revision History
The j Revision History is a log of user‑initiated actions
that occur within the software, providing a record of each
user action related to the record while logged in. Click
on the j Revision History heading to view the setup sheet
record revision history. Refer to “Comparing Record Revision
History” on page 26 for information on comparing record
revisions.
L NOTE
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Revision History is visible only to the users designated with
administrator and process engineer roles.
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Create a New Setup Sheet Record
Setup Sheet records are created only through the Launch
a New Mold or Transfer a Mold tools located on the
dashboard; refer to “Launch a New Mold” on page 60 for
information on the Launch a New Mold tool or “Transfer a
Mold” on page 63 for information on the Transfer a Mold
tool.

Edit a Setup Sheet Record
Click the a setup sheet name to view the setup sheet
record on the Setup Sheets records page. Optionally, click
to select a b part variant to edit the setup sheet record
for that variant. Click the c EDIT button to edit the setup
sheet record.
Edit the d process type, e fill and/or hold profiles, or
targets. Other process record items (associated parts,
associated molds, materials, and processes) cannot be
edited from the setup sheets page and must be edited from
the individual parts, molds, materials, or processes records
pages.
Click the f SAVE button to save the setup sheet record,
or the g CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Print Setup Sheet Record
Click the a setup sheet name to view the setup sheet
record on the Setup Sheets records page. Click the
b PRINT button to print the setup sheet record.
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Machines

Machine Records
Machine records a are shown on the Machines page.
Click on a machine name to view Machine Details, Clamp
Unit, Tie Bar dimensions, Injection Unit, barrel assemblies, and
revision history. Machine records a can also be compared
to one another using the compare records feature; refer
to “Comparing Records” on page 25 for information on
comparing records.

Machine Details
Machine Details b contains the machine name,
manufacturer, model, and serial number, and created by.

Clamp Unit
Clamp Unit c details include the clamp unit’s physical
details, including tie bar and knockout pattern information.

Injection Unit
Injection Unit d details include the injection unit’s physical
details, including machine setpoint quantities and display
units.

Barrel Assemblies
Barrel Assemblies e includes the available barrel
assemblies which can be used in the injection molding
machine.

Revision History

b

c

d
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f

The f Revision History is a log of user‑initiated actions
that occur within the software, providing a record of each
user action related to the record while logged in. Click
on the f Revision History heading to view the machine
record revision history. Refer to “Comparing Record Revision
History” on page 26 for information on comparing record
revisions.
L NOTE
Revision History is visible only to the users designated with
administrator and process engineer roles.
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Create a New Machine Record
Click the a CREATE A NEW MACHINE button on the
Machines records page.
Enter the b machine details (machine name (this is a
required field), manufacturer, model, and serial number; the
created by field will automatically populate with the current
user’s name).
Enter the physical c clamp unit details (clamp type*,
opening stroke*, minimum and maximum clamp force*,
ejector stroke, ejector force, and platten horizontal and
vertical lengths*).
Enter the physical d tie bar details (horizontal and vertical
clearance*, and maximum and minimum mold height*).
Select and Enter the knockout standard* specifications.
Enter the physical e injection unit details (type, maximum
injection speed*, and maximum stroke length*. Select
the machine setpoint quantities (linear or volumetric) and
display units for pressures, lengths, temperatures, and
weights.
Click the f +ADD ASSEMBLY to add and enter the
physical g barrel assembly details (screw diameter*,
maximum injection pressure*, compression ratio, L/D ratio,
flighted screw length, and plastication rate).
Click the h SAVE button to save the machine record, or
the i CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
*THESE FIELDS ARE REQUIRED FOR PROCESS TRANSFER
FEATURES.
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Clone a Machine
If there are multiple of the same model machine from a
manufacturer, machines can quickly be cloned to quickly
create machine records.
Click the a machine name to view the machine record on
the Machines records page. Click the b CLONE MACHINE
button to edit the machine details.
Enter a new machine name (this is required).
If necessary, edit the machine details, physical clamp
unit details, tie bar details, physical injection unit details,
barrel assemblies, or select/deselect a barrel assembly to
associate/disassociate a barrel assembly record with the
machine record.
Click the c SAVE button to save the machine record, or
the d CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Edit a Machine Record
Click the a machine name to view the machine record on
the Machines records page. Click the b EDIT button to
edit the machine details.
Edit the machine details, physical clamp unit details, tie bar
details, physical injection unit details, barrel assemblies, or
select/deselect a barrel assembly to associate/disassociate
a barrel assembly record with the machine record.
Click the c SAVE button to save the machine record, or
the d CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.
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Add or Archive a Barrel Assembly
Click the a machine name to view the machine record On
the Machines records page. Click the b EDIT button to
edit the machine details.
Click the c ADD ASSEMBLY button next to the Barrel
Assemblies heading; enter the barrel assembly details (all
barrel assembly fields are required for process transfer
features).
OR
Click the d Archive button in the upper right‑hand
corner of a barrel assembly to archive (or un–archive) the
assembly. Archiving a barrel assembly saves the assembly
for future use, but enables another barrel assembly to be
used with the machine.
Click the e SAVE button to save the machine record, or
the f CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.

c d

e

f
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a

Materials
Material Records
Material records a are shown on the Materials page.
Click on a material name to view Material Details, properties,
temperatures, and revision history. Material records a can
also be compared to one another using the compare records
feature; refer to “Comparing Records” on page 25 for
information on comparing records.

Material Details
Material Details b contains the material name,
manufacturer, and created by.

Properties
Material Properties c contains the material physical
properties (resin grade, percent regrind, color, tonnage,
maximum residence time, additives (additives entered must
be separated by commas)).

Temperatures
Material Temperatures d contains the processing
temperature information (minimum melt temperature,
maximum melt temperature, minimum mold temperature,
maximum mold temperature, drying temperature, and drying
time).

Revision History
The e Revision History is a log of user‑initiated actions
that occur within the software, providing a record of each
user action related to the record while logged in. Click
on the e Revision History heading to view the material
record revision history. Refer to “Comparing Record Revision
History” on page 26 for information on comparing record
revisions.
b

c d

e

L NOTE

Revision History is visible only to the users designated with
administrator and process engineer roles.
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a

Create a New Material Record
Click the a CREATE A NEW MATERIAL button on the
Materials records page.
Enter the b material details (material name (this is a
required field) and manufacturer; the created by field will
automatically populate with the current user’s name).
Enter the c material properties (base material, resin grade,
percent regrind, color, tonnage factor (this fields is required
for process transfer features), maximum residence time,
and additives (additives entered must be separated by
commas)).
Enter the d material temperatures information (minimum
melt temperature, maximum melt temperature, minimum
mold temperature, maximum mold temperature (these
fields are required for process transfer features), and
drying temperature and drying time).
Click the e SAVE button to save the material record, or
the f CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.

b c d

e

f
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The Hub for Mold Transfer

b

Edit a Material Record
Click the a material name to view the material record on
the Materials records page. Click the b EDIT button to
edit the material details.
Edit the material details, material properties, or material
temperatures information.
Click the c SAVE button to save the material record, or
the d CANCEL button to exit without saving the record.

c

d
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The Hub for Mold Transfer

Launch a New Mold
The Launch a New Mold tool generates a process with
machine-independent values and a setup sheet for a job based
on the selected part, part variant, mold, and machine.
L NOTE

Click

Only part, mold, and machine records with the necessary, required
fields completed can be selected for use with the Launch a New
Mold tool due to mold/machine fitment requirements.
the a Launch a New Mold button on the Dashboard.

Click on a b row to select a part, or click the c CREATE
A NEW PART BUTTON, then click the d NEXT button. If a
new part was created, at least one part variant must also have
been created in order to continue.
Depending upon the selected part and the part associations,
the part variant and/or the mold may automatically be
assigned. If the part variant or mold are not assigned, click
to select the correct e part variant, then click the f NEXT
button; click to select the correct g mold then click the
h NEXT button.
If a new part and part variant(s) was created, click the
i CREATE A NEW MOLD button, and create a new mold record
to continue.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
Click on a a row to select a compatible machine. Machine
compatibility is shown using the following colors:
• green indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
is compatible and can provide the necessary process
requirements;
• yellow indicates that one or more of a machine’s
capabilities may not be compatible with the current process
requirements;
• red indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
are not capable of providing the necessary process
requirements.
Refer to the Appendix section”Mold Launch, Mold Transfer, and
Simulation Support Machine Compatibility” on page 78 for
complete information on machine compatibility requirements.
Optionally, click the b SHOW/HIDE REQUIREMENTS button
to view/hide mold and process requirements to compare them
with listed machines.
Optionally, hover over the right‑hand side of a machine row,
then click on the c information icon to view complete
machine information.
Click the d GENERATE SETUP SHEET button to generate a
setup sheet.
Click the e GENERATE PROCESS button on the setup sheet
to generate a process.

d

e
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a

Import Job Data
The Import Job Data tool allows the import of job data from
another The Hub software instance. Refer to “Data Import,
Export, Backup, and Archival” on page 81 in the Appendix for
complete information on imported and exported job data, and
backup and archival of The Hub software.
Click

the a Import Job Data button on the Dashboard.

Click the b BROWSE FILE SYSTEM button to open the file
browser, then locate and click the c .zip file to import, then
click the d Open button.
If the data import is successful, a e green status bar will
temporarily appear on the Import Job Data page. The f job
data that was imported will then be displayed.

b

c

d

e
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The Hub for Mold Transfer

Transfer a Mold
The Transfer a Mold tool generates a setup sheet of
machine‑dependent values for a job based on the selected
part, mold, process, and machine.
L NOTE

Click

Only part, mold, process, and machine records with the necessary,
required fields completed can be selected for use with the Transfer
a Mold tool due to mold/machine fitment requirements.
the a Transfer a Mold button on the Dashboard.

Click on a b row to select a mold, then click
button.

the c NEXT

If the selected mold has an existing part record associated,
the part will be automatically selected, otherwise click on a
d row to select a part, then click the e NEXT button.
Click on a f row to select a process (of machineindependent values), then click the g NEXT button.
(continued on next page)
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The Hub for Mold Transfer

(continued from previous page)
Click on a a row to select a compatible machine. Machine
compatibility is shown using the following colors:
• green indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
is compatible and can provide the necessary process
requirements;
• yellow indicates that one or more of a machine’s
capabilities may not be compatible with the current process
requirements;
• red indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
are not capable of providing the necessary process
requirements.
Refer to the Appendix section”Mold Launch, Mold Transfer, and
Simulation Support Machine Compatibility” on page 78 for
complete information on machine compatibility requirements.
Optionally, click the b SHOW/HIDE REQUIREMENTS button
to view/hide mold and process requirements to compare them
with listed machines.
Optionally, hover over the right‑hand side of a machine row,
then click on the c information icon to view complete
machine information.
Click the d GENERATE SETUP SHEET button to generate a
setup sheet.

d
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The Hub for Simulation Support
Application Overview
The Hub for Simulation Support, when licensed, is available on
The Hub for Mold Transfer dashboard. The Import a Simulation
tool generates a setup sheet of machine‑dependent values for a
job based on the imported simulation file (Moldex3D files only)
and selected part, mold, process, and machine.

Import a Simulation
Click

the a Import a Simulation button on the Dashboard.

Click the b BROWSE FILE SYSTEM button, select the
simulation file (.zip) from the window, then click the c Open
button. The simulation file will be uploaded; click the
d NEXT button to continue.
Click
click

on a e row to select a part, or create a new part, then
the f NEXT button.

Click on a g row to select a mold, complete the required
mold fields, or create a new mold, then click the h NEXT
button.
Select a process setup or complete the process setup and then
click the l NEXT/SAVE button.
Click on a i row to select a compatible machine. Machine
compatibility is shown using the following colors:

g

h

i

• green indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
is compatible and can provide the necessary process
requirements;
• yellow indicates that one or more of a machine’s
capabilities may not be compatible with the current process
requirements;
• red indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
are not capable of providing the necessary process
requirements.
Refer to the Appendix section”Mold Launch, Mold Transfer, and
Simulation Support Machine Compatibility” on page 78 for
complete information on machine compatibility requirements.
(continued on next page)
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b

(continued from previous page)
Optionally, hover over the right‑hand side of a machine row,
then click on the a information icon to view complete
machine information, AND/OR
Click the b SHOW/HIDE REQUIREMENTS button to view/
hide mold and process requirements to compare them with
listed machines.
Click the c GENERATE SETUP SHEET button to generate a
setup sheet.
Click

c

the d SAVE button to save the setup sheet.

d
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Settings
System Settings
The Hub a System Settings includes b System, c Hardware,
d Software, and e License information and utilities.
Click the f menu icon from any page, then click
g Settings to access system, hardware, software, and license
information and utilities.

System
The System Settings System information provides the system
status, status details, and device limit.

Hardware
The System Settings Hardware information provides the
hardware identification code and serial number.

End User License Agreements (EULAs)
The EULA information provides a PDF of the RJG® End User
License Agreement for The Hub® software..

Software
The System Settings Software information includes version
number, build number, software license agreement, credits
(open source licenses) and the software update function.

Licenses
The System Settings Licenses information includes which
software packages/features are licensed; refer to “The Hub
Licensed Software Applications” on page vi for more
information on The Hub packages features.

e

f

g
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Settings (continued)

b

Updates
The Hub software can be updated directly from System
Settings. Update The Hub software as necessary for the latest
bug fixes and new features.
b Settings. Click the
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Choose File button under the “Update System Software”
heading to browse for an update file.
Select the d update file (.UPD) from the window, then click
the e Open button. Click the f UPLOAD button.
The Hub software will update, and will be inaccessible until
completed; an update notification will appear on the page.

c

d

e

f
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b

Licenses
The System Settings Licenses information identifies if core
and trends licenses are available, and provides an Add a
License function. The software must be licensed for use
with CoPilot systems. Some features may not be available to
core‑only licensed users.
Click

the a menu icon, then click

b Settings.

(Ctrl+V) the license text into the
Copy (Ctrl+C) and Paste
c Add a License field; click the d Apply License button to
apply the license.

c

d
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Settings (continued)

Preferences
Manage display units of measurement for The Hub and CoPilot
softwares from the Preferences view.

Choose Display Units
Users can select the desired display units of measurement for
pressures, lengths, temperatures, weights, and flow rates in
The Hub and CoPilot softwares.
b Settings, then click
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Preferences. Under each category, click to select the
desired d display units of measurement.

d
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Settings (continued)

d

Custom Fields
Manage, add, or edit custom fields for The Hub and CoPilot
softwares from the Custom Fields view.

Create a New Custom Field
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Custom Fields.

b Settings, then click

Click the d Create a New Custom Field button to add a new
user to the system; enter the required information and select
if the field is required or optional, and enabled or disabled for
the custom field from the drop down menus.

Edit an Existing Custom Field
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Custom Fields.

b Settings, then click

Click the e edit icon next an existing user to edit the custom
field; click the f Cancel button to discard any changes or,
click the g Save Changes button to save any changes.

e

f

g
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b c

Users
Manage, add, or edit users for The Hub and CoPilot softwares
from the Users view.

Create a New User
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Users.

b Settings, then click

Click the d Create a New User button to add a new user to
the system; enter the required user information and select a
role for the user from the drop down menu.

Edit an Existing User
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Users.

b Settings, then click

Click the e edit icon next an existing user to edit the user
account; click the f Cancel button to discard any changes
or, click the g Save Changes button to save any changes.

d e

f
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b c

Roles
Manage, view, create, or edit user roles for The Hub and CoPilot
softwares from the Role List.
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Roles.

b Settings, then click

The pre‑defined roles System Admin, Process Tech, Process
Engineer, and QC Engineer include permissions for creating,
reading (viewing), editing, deleting, or other actions for each
function in The Hub and CoPilot software.

Permissions
Click the d view icon, to view associated permissions for
each c Role.

d
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Settings (continued)

Devices
The Devices view provides details of each CoPilot system in
the network including serial number.
The Devices view can displays up to 9 of the following device
variables:
• Serial Number

• Version

• Machine Name

• Update State

• IP Address

• Connected

• MAC Address

• Activated

• ID
b Settings, then click
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Devices to view CoPilot system network information.
Click the d search icon to enter/search for a word or phrase
among the devices.
e Select Columns to choose the displayed
Click
f variables. Click
the g DONE button to save changes and
exit the Select Columns pop‑up window.
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Settings (continued)

Update CoPilot Devices
b Settings, then click
Click the a menu icon, then click
c Devices to view CoPilot system network information.
Click the d Update Devices button, and then click on the
desired devices in the list to select or deselect them for update;
click the e UPDATE button.
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d

The Hub IP Address
The Hub IP address is preset at RJG, Inc (10.0.0.10 (IP
Address) 255.255.255.0 (Subnet Mask)). The Hub Server IP
address must be set in each CoPilot system configuration.
If a The Hub system network with assigned IP address exists,
The Hub IP address may be changed to match the current
CoPilot systems configuration; the change can be made
through the graphical user interface (GUI, preferred method)
or by command prompt. Read and follow all instructions to
change The Hub IP address, if desired.

Change by GUI
1. Log in to The Hub server.
2. Click the a network connection icon next to the
b Edit connections.
username “rjg”, then click
3. Click

the c wired connection, then click

d edit.

e IPv4 Settings, then click the f desired
4. Click
connection method; enter the Address, Netmask, and
Gateway desired.
If setting a static address, select f Manual and then
g add and enter the Address, Netmask, and
click
Gateway options with the appropriate address.
5. Click

e

f

g

the h save button to save and exit.

h
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Change by Command Prompt
1. Log in to The Hub application server.
2. At prompt rjg@TheHub: enter sudo nano /etc/network/
interfaces and return/enter on the keyboard.
3. Enter

the Address, Netmask, and Gateway desired.
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Appendix
Mold Launch, Mold Transfer, and Simulation
Support Machine Compatibility
The Launch a New Mold, Transfer a Mold, and Simulation
Support tools provide a list of recommended machines for use
with the selected mold based on the following user-entered
machine and mold information:
• Mold Fit (vertical and horizontal tie bar dimensions, vertical
and horizontal platen dimensions, minimum and maximum
mold height, ejection clearance, and maximum platen
daylight dimension)
• Clamp Force (process vs. machine maximum clamp force)
• Injection Rate (process vs. machine maximum flow rate)
• Injection Pressure (process vs. machine maximum injection
pressure)
• Injection Capacity (process shot volume vs. machine
maximum barrel capacity)
Machine compatibility is shown using the following colors:
• green indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
is compatible and can provide the necessary process
requirements;
• yellow indicates that one or more of a machine’s
capabilities may not be compatible with the current process
requirements;
• red indicates that one or more of a machine’s capabilities
are not capable of providing the necessary process
requirements.
The following tables detail the requirements that determine a
mold and machine’s compatibility/color code.
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Mold Fit
NOT COMPATIBLE/RED

NOT RECOMMENDED/YELLOW

COMPATIBLE/GREEN

Mold Length is greater than Machine’s Tie Bar Vertical Length
Mold Width is greater than Machine’s Tie Bar Horizontal
Dimension
Mold Length is greater than Machine’s Vertical Platen Length

Mold Length is less than 2/3 of Machine’s Tie Bar Vertical
Dimension

Mold Width is greater than the Machines Horizontal Platen
Dimension

Mold and Machine are Compatible

Mold Height is less than Toggle Machine’s Minimum Mold
Height
Mold Height is greater than Toggle Machine’s Maximum Mold
Height
Mold Ejection Clearance is greater than Machine’s Clamp Stroke

Mold Width is less than 2/3 of Machine’s Tie Bar Horizontal
Dimension

Mold Die Height plus Mold Ejection Clearance is greater than
Machine’s Maximum Platen Day Light Dimension
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Clamp Force
NOT COMPATIBLE/RED

Process Clamp Force is greater than Machine’s Maximum Clamp
Force

NOT RECOMMENDED/YELLOW
Process Clamp Force is greater th an 80% of Machine’s Maximum
Clamp Force
Process Clamp Force is less than Machine’s Minimum Clamp
Force

COMPATIBLE/GREEN

Mold and Machine are Compatible

Injection Rate
NOT COMPATIBLE/RED

NOT RECOMMENDED/YELLOW

COMPATIBLE/GREEN

Process Flow Rate is greater than Machine’s Maximum Flow Rate

Process Flow Rate is greater than 80% of Machine’s Maximum
Flow Rate

Mold and Machine are Compatible

NOT COMPATIBLE/RED

NOT RECOMMENDED/YELLOW

COMPATIBLE/GREEN

Process Injection Pressure is greater than Machine’s Maximum
Injection Pressure

Process Injection Pressure is greater than 80% of Machine’s
Maximum Injection Pressure

Mold and Machine are Compatible

NOT RECOMMENDED/YELLOW

COMPATIBLE/GREEN

Process Shot Volume is greater than 80% of Machine’s Maximum
Barrel Capacity

Mold and Machine are Compatible

Injection Pressure

Injection Capacity
NOT COMPATIBLE/RED
Process Shot Volume is greater than 90% of Machine’s Maximum
Barrel Capacity
Process Shot Volume is less than 10% of Machine’s Maximum
Barrel Capacity
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Data Import, Export, Backup, and Archival
Imported Data

Overview
Users are able to move data from one The Hub system (or
Copilot system) to another The Hub system, in order to send
data to RJG Customer Support, OEM customers, or transferring
data between plants, or mold tryout.

File Format
Data for import, export, and backup is provided in the ZIP
file format. The ZIP file format is space‑efficient and allows
random data access. From the ZIP file format, data is then
contained in cbor data structures. This makes the data
self‑describing to some extent, while still being space‑efficient
and compatible with current data structures.

Data Structure
The data structure is as follows:
• Job

• SummaryData

• ChangeLogs

• SummaryVaribleX

• JobAlarms

• SummaryVaribleY

• JobLegend

• …

• Notes

• Entities

When a job is imported, the job data is written to disk. The job
document is inserted into the database with a reference to the
job file on the disk. Job data is accessed from the file instead
of reading it out of the database. Entity documents can also be
optionally imported, depending on the application.

Data Access
Job documents will always be queried from the database. The
only time that a job document will be read from a data file is
when importing a job file. Other job data will be accessed from
the data file if it is present, or from the database if it has not
already been written.
If a secondary backup location has been set and the primary
data file has been deleted, it will read from the secondary file
instead. If the data has been removed from the database and
the data file deleted, an error will be returned to notify the user
to contact their network administrator to retrieve the data from
the archival system. The data must then be imported to access
the job data. The user will use the Data Import tool to import
the data into the Hub.

Data Backup and Archival

• 0

• Mold

Data backup should be in place and used in the event of
hardware failure or data loss/corruption, while data archival is
intended for long-term retention.

• 1

• Process

Data Backup

• …

• SetupSheet

Data can be imported to The Hub system in the form of a
backup file in order to restore The Hub data, or to review
previously‑backed‑up data. When a job is complete, all relevant
job data is collected and stored to disk in this file format. The
job document is updated with a reference to the file on disk,
which is a user‑configurable location.

• Cycle

• CycleData
• 0
• 1
• …

• Machine

• Templates
• EntityRevisions

Data Archival
Archived data is intended for long-term data retention. When
a job is complete, all relevant job data is collected and stored
to disk in this file format. The job document is updated with
a reference to the file on disk, which is a user‑configurable
location.

Data Retention and Cleanup
The user can configure two settings for data retention and
cleanup. The first is how long that data stays in the database.
This will potentially affect some queries that can be done on
the data. For instance, any query that queried cycles across
jobs would only work if the data was in the database. Queries
on jobs will work. When a job is over the data retention date,
the cycle and summary data are removed from the database
and the job document is updated so that the data is no longer
in the database. The job document will be retained for future
access.
The second user setting is the amount of free space to
reserve on the system. If there is not enough free space it
will delete job data files until there is enough free space. The
Hub software will not monitor or cleanup data if a secondary
data location is configured. The user must ensure that there is
enough space to backup data. The system must be configured
with enough space to store data in the database for the
retention period, and to store the data files long enough for the
archival system to complete backup.
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Data Backup and Archival Implementation and
Configuration

An example of the Data Backup default configuration is shown
here:

There are multiple ways that a user can configure backup and
archival depending on infrastructure. Data can be stored in a
folder that is shared and the location can be monitored by an
external system which archives the data to a separate location.

postgres.address=127.0.0.1

#backup.reserveSpace=1000000000

During The Hub system’s installation, the app.properties file is
created, mapping out the default Postgres database settings.
The Data Backup configuration is also automatically generated
inside of the app.properties file and can be modified by the
IT Administrator to customize the Data Backup feature to the
organization’s needs.
• The app.properties file is located in the ESM Jetty directory.
(/opt/rjg/esm-jetty/config/app.properties)

L NOTE

When the primaryPath and secondaryPath are set, the data
inside of the primaryPath is automatically copied to the
secondaryPath location.

L NOTE

When the backup.reserveSpace is exceeded, the system will
delete the larger and newest files, first.

postgres.password=postgres

• A network file system (NFS) or storage area network (SAN)
share can be mounted on The Hub system, and a secondary
backup location can be configured for The Hub system to
archive data.

• (Default location: /opt/rjg/datafiles)

If the default configuration is left untouched but the user
specifies the secondaryPath, the data will be defaulted to /opt/
rjg/datafiles while the /opt/rjg/esm-jetty/config/app.properties
secondaryPath mapped location will receive the backed-up
copy.

postgres.user=postgres
#backup.primaryPath=/mnt/sdb

The user can expect the job reference information (historical
run information, configuration information, and the reference
to the specific ZIP file, etc.) to remain in the database but it will
no longer store the historical job run data, which is generally
the larger subset of data, in the database; this will be stored
in the ZIP file that the job run will create; this allows the the
Postgres database to be maintained without it ballooning in
size.

L NOTE

postgres.port=5432

• A backup service can be ran on The Hub that is responsible
for archiving data to another location.

Background and Default Configuration

Customers will contact Customer Support for implementation.

#backup.secondaryPath=/mnt/nfs
#backup.databaseExpire=180

Data Backup Switches and Configuration
To change the default Data Backup configuration on The Hub,
uncomment and modify the necessary configuration switches
in the default configuration file.
An example of the new default configuration with Data Backup
is shown, here:
#backup.primaryPath=/mnt/sdb
#backup.secondaryPath=/mnt/nfs
#backup.reserveSpace=1000000000 #1GB of file space
#backup.databaseExpire=180 #180 days
• backup.primaryPath: This is the primary data backup
storage location should a user change away from /opt/rjg/
datafiles
• backup.secondaryPath: This is the secondary, or archive,
data backup storage location. (The primaryPath copies the
data to the secondaryPath and is often used as something
like an external thumb drive, HDD, etc.)
• backup.reserveSpace: This is the space reserved, in bytes,
for updates and running data to be allocated on the system.
(The default is 1GB of data)
• backup.databaseExpire: This is the number of days before
job data is removed from the database. (The default is 180
days)
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